
 

 
 

Mask Aadhaar Number – Paramatrix Technologies 
 

Bot Overview 
This bot performs the following: 
- Reads the image using Microsoft OCR
- Extracts the location of aadhaar number
- Masking the last 4 digits of aadhaar number

 
Pre-Requisites 
- Automation Anywhere Enterprise Client
- Account with Microsoft Azure Cognitive Service
 
Setting up an account for Microsoft OCR

 Register for a free account or upgrade your account by clicking the link below:
o https://azure.microsoft.com/en

 
 Creating you subscription key and endpoint URL:

o https://docs.microsoft.com/en
create-account?tabs=multiservice%

 
 Setting up subcriptionkey and endpoint URL in 

 
o COMPUTER_VISION_SUBSCRIPTION_KEY

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

o COMPUTER_VISION_ENDPOINT

 
 
 
 
 
 

Paramatrix Technologies – ReadMe 

OCR and checks if it is an aadhaar card. 
xtracts the location of aadhaar number. 

the last 4 digits of aadhaar number and saving the masked image in output folder.

Automation Anywhere Enterprise Client v11.3.2 
Cognitive Service - Computer Vision (Microsoft OCR) 

Microsoft OCR: 
free account or upgrade your account by clicking the link below: 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/services/cognitive-services/computer

key and endpoint URL: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/cognitive

account?tabs=multiservice%2Cwindows 

ubcriptionkey and endpoint URL in the environment variables in your 

COMPUTER_VISION_SUBSCRIPTION_KEY 

COMPUTER_VISION_ENDPOINT 

and saving the masked image in output folder. 

 
services/computer-vision/ 

services/cognitive-services-apis-

the environment variables in your local system. 



 

 
Installation 

 Download the bot from Bot Store.
 Double click the installation file (.msi) and follow steps mentioned on screen.
 In case the My MetaBots (.metabot file) is not copied to local My MetaBots folder, kindly copy 

paste from the bot installed location.
 The Bot folder structure would be as follows:

o <AA Application Directory> For Eg: “C:\Users\<username>\Documents\Automation 
Anywhere Files\” 

 Automation Anywhere 
 My Tasks 

o Bot Store 
 MaskAadhaarNumberMODI-ParamatrixTechnologies 

 My Tasks 
 My MetaBots 
 Input Folder 
 Output Folder 
 Error Folder 

 
 
Bot Description 
This bot utilizes the Microsoft OCR to extract text and location from an image. From the extracted text it 
identifies whether it is an aadhaar card or not. If it is an aadhaar card, it extracts the location of aadhaar 
number and starts the masking process. Once the masking process is complete, you can view the output 
folder for masked images and output log file. 
 
Note: If images are blurry, lower dpi or not in an appropriate format. The OCR will fail to extract text 
and will be logged in output log as “Invalid Aadhaar Card or Image is blurry” 
 
 
How to Use the BOT?  
- Configure the following values in the Task Bot. 
Variable Name Description 

vErrorPath Sets the path at which the error log will be written. (Default is 
set to a file in “Error Folder” from the bot folder structure) 

vInputPath Sets the path at which the image files will be added. (Default 
is set to a file in “Input Folder” from the bot folder structure) 

vOutputPath Sets the path at which the log file will be written. (Default is 
set to a file in “Output Folder” from the bot folder structure) 

vAccessCode Specify the access code received after downloading this bot. 

 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Error Handling 
- Output Log file was open during bot run.

 An error log is written and a screenshot is taken.
- Input String was not in correct format

 If the input parameters are not specified, please follows steps in “How to configure bot”
- Image not correct

 Make sure the image is not blurry, has 300x300 dpi, has format as BMP, JPG, and PNG.


